
































Development of a methodology regarding 
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2 funding periods (2009 – 2011 and 2012 – 2014)
4 research projects (+ 1 transfer project)
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Expansion of forming limits of conventional forming processes
Inside door panel
(Source: PSA Peugeot Citroën)
Large-area, 
noncritical zones Local, critical zones







































1. Funding period 2. Funding period
2009 2011/2012 2014
Feasibility of process chain 
with single change of strain 
rates and paths



































1. Funding period: Objective
Fundamental questions:
Influence of changing strain rates and paths on the process window?
Process design by mathematic optimization?
Damage or FLC concept?
Efficient FEA technologies?


















































































2. Funding period: Objective
Concept: Multiple changes in strain rates and paths 
Objective: Enhancement of the drawing ratio in deep drawing
Sheet metal:
Deep drawing EMF Deep drawing EMF …
Fundamental questions:
Process control for complex process chain? 
Efficiency, robustness of optimization?
Implementation of damage model into optimization?


































2. Funding period: Approach
Example: 









in the area of the drawing radiusin the flange
Secondary forming elements
Critical area for 
material failure
Concept based on: 
Shang, J., 2006, Electromagnetically 
assisted sheet metal stamping, 


































2. Funding period: Approach
Example: 






































Cooperation of the project partners
Technology Simulation Material behavior
Process development for combined deep drawing
Parameter identification
















































































Thank you for your attention!
And now: 
Presentations of the 4 subprojects…
